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ObjectiveObjective
Determine viability of experimental research

Assess the viability and complexity of experimental research on 
a phonemic language processing unit using current technologies. 
Estimate when such a system might become practical.

HypothesisHypothesis
LPU research beneficial but not yet practical 

The use of a phonemically based data storage format, combined 
with a dedicated language processing unit would likely result in 
significant improvements in accuracy and speed in computer voice 
recognition and synthesis.

Due to technological limitations testing will remain impractical 
for several years. (This portion of the hypothesis proved incorrect.)

MethodologyMethodology
This research looks at current voice interaction systems, parallels 

in fields such as computer graphics, and hardware principals like 
Moore's law to estimate when and how dedicated hardware may 
benefit computer voice interaction.
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ConclusionConclusion
LPU experimentation is practical now
The result of this research was a pleasant surprise. It does 

indicate that there may be significant benefits gained by using 
dedicated linguistic hardware and binary encoding. However 
thanks to recent developments (Google's release of TensorFlow,  
which integrates with NVIDIA's CUDA technology), experimental 
research on a phonemic language processing unit is currently 
viable with no hardware development, comparatively little 
programming, and relatively low hardware costs.

 DefinitionsDefinitions
Linguistic definitions

Phone: Any distinct spoken sound.
Phoneme: The mental (or in our case computational) 

representation of a contrastive sound.
Allophone: A set of multiple phones that represent a

single phoneme.
Lexeme: The smallest meaningful unit of language.

(Often word roots & affixes.)
Lexicon: A collection, index, or database of a

Language's lexemes.

Computational definitions
Bit: A single unit of data storage with an on or

off state. Often represented as 0 or 1. 
Coprocessor: A processor used to supplement the CPU.

BackgroundBackground
The problems
● Accuracy vs. speed

Modern speech recognition systems frequently produce 
inaccurate results.

● Quality 
Speech synthesis sounds mechanical and at times is difficult to 

understand.

● Security 
Some systems now send speech data to external servers for 

precessing leading to privacy and security concerns.

● Data loss & reconstruction 
Many (if not most) systems use text based encoding and 

storage. Text doesn't have a one to one relationship with human 
speech. This has parallels to using extremely lossy compression. 
It speeds processing and reduces storage space at the cost of 
detail and accuracy.

Using a phonetic encoding improves the situation, but doesn't 
completely resolve it. For example water can be pronounced: 
[watə ], [wa ], or even [w a].ɹ ɾɹ ɔɾ

Proposed solution

In the field of computer graphics addressed the need for rapid 
complex calculations by using a dedicated coprocessor (GPU).

Once speed is addressed we can move on to accuracy. Most 
distinctive features of phoneme are either present or not. The 
remainder such as pitch and duration can be represented by 
small numbers, making phonemes easily converted to binary.

This system would also require mapping layers similar to 
keyboard mappings. A phoneme based lexicon, a language 
profile containing a phonemic inventory and allophony rules, 
and for some advanced applications an index of speech sounds.
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